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This gap 
must be 
even from 
top to 
bottom

Fig 2

Many problems experienced today with fabricated doorsets 
can be due to incorrect installation. Below are a few tips 
to enhance the operation and performance of the doorset 
thereby helping to promote years of trouble free operation.

Installation Tips
• Check aperture size against the doorset. It is recommended 

that there be a 5mm gap all the way around to enable
correct installation.

• Place a 5mm packer beneath both sides to lift the frame.
(it may be beneficial to remove the door from the frame to
enable the first side to be fixed).

• Using suitable fixings, fix the hinge side of the doorset
first. Ensuring it is plumb in both frames. Pack behind the
fixings. Make sure with a long straight edge that there is no
bow, again in both planes. Increase or decrease packing
where necessary. See Fig 1.

• Next ensure the bottom is level and pack the lock-side as
required.

• At this stage re-hang the door if previously removed.
• Fix the top lock-side only at this stage.
• By bringing the door to the almost closed position it can be

seen if the frame requires ‘winding in or out’. See Fig 2.
• Fix the lock side to brickwork ensuring the gap is as even

as possible over the length of the door, See Fig 1. once
again checking for bow in the frame with a long straight
edge.

• External frames finally pack or point beneath the cill, and
seal to brickwork around the frame.

in Summary:
• Correct toe and heeling.
• Correct spacing of fixings (fixings should be placed at least

150mm from any joint). 5 on each side equally spaced is
recommended.

• Ideally trouser type packers behind and opposite any
locking points. (A small amount of sealant will hold these in
place in place in case of any movement).

Door Installation Guide

Fig 1
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Site Fixer
A:  Sufficiently qualified and ideally a member of a certified body.

B: Ideally CSCS certified to comply with the sites health and 
safety requirements.

C: Fully understand Doorsets assembly and ironmongery 
installation instructions.

D: Be able to show evidence of correct Doorsets installation 
procedures with regards to the fire and acoustic performance 
of the Doorsets.

E: Fully understand correct installation procedure for acoustic 
Doorsets.

Goods Reception
A:  UK Doorsets Ltd both promise and recommend second 

fixing of all our products supplied.

B: First fixing can lead to door and frame incompatibility due to 
site conditions (swelling, twisting and warping of frame and/
or door members due to wet trades and sit conditions).

C: UK Doorsets Ltd products are manufactured with a moisture 
content of 10-12% in line with BS EN 942:1996.

D: Doorsets are delivered palletised. Sufficient space for 
storage and distribution should be sourced and ideally all 
sets should remain on the pallet. Storage should be dry and 
as close to the finished sites environmental conditioning as 
possible.

E:  Exposed recesses or apertures must be primed or sealed 
upon delivery.

F: Care should be taken when moving Doorsets to avoid 
damages. UK Doorsets Ltd suggest the use of trolleys or 
pallet trucks as much as practically possible. Remember 
to always follow the building sites manual handling risk 
assessment suggestions.

G: Doorsets should remain covered at all times during storage 
to avoid damage or discolouration by being exposed to ultra 
violet light.

Frame Installation
A: Fixing should not be within 30mm in from the wall face. If 

fixing to stud partition then full timber containment must be 
inserted prior to frame fixing.

B:  Fixings should be spaced 100mm from the top and the 
bottom of the jamb and then at a maximum of 500mm 
centres. It is also recommended on wide frame sections to 
introduce additional parallel fixings to the top and bottom of 
the jambs to prevent frame ‘toeing’. Head fixings are to be 
incorporated should deflection be an issue.

C: Sufficient packing should be utilised either with PVC and/
or timber packers and shall be used at all fixing positions. 
Trouser leg packers are recommended.

D: Frames should be fitted plumb and square. Utilise the door 
leaf to assist in checking fitting and tolerances.

E:  Door stops, supplied loose pinned must be fixed to allow for 
the FAS35 Seals.

F:  Rebated Frame section will have a groove detail to allow for 
the FAS35R Seals, (Supplied Pre-Fitted)) – See Below

G: Fire rated Doorsets will require additional packing behind the 
frame. Firemastic/rockwool or fire door foam to be used on 
Doorset installations.

H: Acoustic Doorsets; Acoustic wadding/Rockwool to be 
packed between frame and wall structure leaving no gaps 
with the additional use of acoustic Firemastic. Fire & Acoustic 
Fire Door Foam can be used as described above, with NO 
additional capping of Firemastic required. Fitting of sealing 
systems should be in line with BS8214:2016, unless using 
an alternative system that has been tested to BS476:22

I:  Floor sockets for pivots etc... Will need to be accurately cut 
and placed to suit the finished and installed frame/door/
Doorset.

Door Installation
A:  UK Doorsets Ltd use lift on lift off hinges for ease of site 

installation.

B:  Ensure doors are fitted once the building is fully sealed and 
all heating tests have been completed.

C:  It may be necessary to trim door edges to suit the pre fitted 
frame. If so ensure that equal amounts are taken from both 
sides of the door and that all height adjustments are taken 
from the bottom of the door. Lead in clearances should be a 
3 degree bevel back from the hinge knuckle face of the door 
to maintain correct gaps and visual appearance.

D: Ensure that all ironmongery is re-housed correctly and flush 
after any alterations.

E:  Fire and acoustic seals MUST be replaced as good as new.

F:  Pilot hole for all ironmongery fixings being site installed.

G: Hinges are set to UK Doorsets Ltd high load settings by 
standard unless requested otherwise.

H: Once the door is fitted with perfect gaps (3mm head and 
stiles) and the frame supplied is a liner fix, the door stop to 
suit the door allowing correct compression of any seals and 
smooth crisp latching/locking action.

I:  Acoustic Doorsets: on acoustic Doorsets stops must be set 
to allow acoustic perimeter seal to compress throughout the 
whole length of the stop.

Automatic drop-seals to be adjusted once final floor surface 
is complete ensuring that seal engages throughout the 
whole width of the door. See Below adjustment instructions

It is the installer’s responsibility to provide all fixings, packers, 
mastic and pellets/filler. The site fixer may also be requested 
by building control or the fire officer to provide evidence of 
adequate fitting/installation.

General Secure by Design 
Fitting Instructions
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Product Features
• Excellent compression and deflection performance
• Low Closing forces due to co-efficient material used in 

integral fins

Material
• FAS35 is produced from rigid PVC and PVC nitrile, offering 

high dynamic flexibility and compression

Acoustic Performance
• FAS35R Tested in accordance with: BN EN 1SO 1403:1995

up to 29dB RW

Smoke & Air Leakage
• Tested in accordance with: BS EN 1635-3:2004

When using separate sections of timber, as shown below 
(options 2 & 3)), each section must be suitably fixed to one-
another using appropriate steel screw fixings and glued 
using Urea Formaldehyde or polyeurethane. 
Screws mst be fixed at 600mm centres and locate to approx 
2/3 depth of the adjacent timber section. The overall frame 
section and material must match that given in this assessment 
for each glass type and glazing specification. Joints must be 
tight with no gaps.
It is permitted to include maximum 3mm(w) x 3mm(d) 
quirks/pencil rounds at the junction of each timber section 
for options 2 & 3.

Drawings are representative of eah type of common frame 
makeup; actual construction in terms of intumescent seal 
location and material, etc. must be as the text within this 
document specifies.

Screen Elevation
The following drawing depicts a possible door and glazed 
screen configuration. The diagram is for information only. 
All construction details to remain as specified herein:

FAS35R Acoustic & Smoke Control Seal

Installation instructions for Side Screen & Fanlights
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Fitting & Operating Instructions for Kinetica Child 
Safe Thumb Turn 3* Kite Marked Euro Cylinder

The Kinetica Push-2-Turn system uses a patented system where the thumb turn 
needs to be pushed in by the user first before it will engage and open.

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside 
(Thumb Turn Facing towards 
you) into the face cut-out of the 
door and turn the thumb turn so 
that the locking cam is in line with 
the cylinder body.

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

 
 
 
Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position 
with the fixing screw provided 
in to the fixing hole on the lock 
edge side of the door.

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  
 

 

 
 
Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by 
pushing the ball pin located at 
the underside of the thumb turn.

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4: 
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing 
holes to the inside) with one of the sets of screws 
provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

 
 
 
 
Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing 
the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses a patented system where 
the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user first 
before it will engage and open (see diagram below). It 
also means that if a strap is put over the thumb turn from 
the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage 
and open!

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!

Fitting & operating instructions for Kinetica Child Safe Thumb Turn 
3* Kite marked Euro Cylinder

Step 1:
Insert the cylinder from the inside (Thumb Turn Facing towards you) into the face cut-out of the
door and turn the thumb turn so that the locking cam is in line with the cylinder body.

Step 2:
Secure the cylinder in position with the fixing screw provided in to the fixing hole on the lock edge 
side of the door.  

Step 3:
Remove the thumb turn by pushing the ball pin located at the underside of the thumb turn.

Step 4:
Fit the door handle back-to-back (Handle with fixing holes to the inside) with one of the sets of 
screws provided (60mm for 44mm thickness door)

Step 5:
Re-assemble the thumb turn to the cylinder by pushing the ball pin and this will click into position.
The child safe system uses patented system where the thumb turn needs to be pushed in by the user 
first before it will engage and open (see picture below). It also means that if a strap is put over the 
thumb turn from the outside, the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!
 
 

 

How to Lock? How to Unlock? 

The Kinetica Push-2-Turn system uses a patented system where the thumb turn 

This means that if a strap is put over the thumb turn from the outside, 
the thumb turn will just spin and not engage and open!
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The Kinetica Push-2-Turn system uses a patented system where the thumb turn 

This means that if a strap is put over the thumb turn from the outside, 
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Position the chain holder angled bracket plate (C) at the 
*desired height on the inside door face. Inset it 20mm from
the closing edge of the door. *The recommended position 
is 700mm down from the top of the door. Ensure that it is 
located squarely and mark the four screw fixing points 
through the bracket. At the screw points drill pilot holes then 
fix firmly using the screws provided.

Position and fix the chain holder (B) on to the door frame 
adjacent to the angle bracket, using the two screws provided. 
Before fixing, hook one of the chain end rings behind the 
holder bracket and then screw the holder firmly back.
To use the security chain (A): when the door is closed, simply 
slide the flat link in the chain into the door angle bracket and 
thread the chain through. Remove in the same way.

Security Chain Fitting Instructions

Security Chain Fitting Instructions

 Position the chain holder angled bracket plate (C) at the *desired height on the inside 
door face. Inset it 20mm from the closing edge of the door. * The recommended 
position is 700mm down from the top of the door. Ensure that it is located squarely and
mark the four screw fixing points through the bracket. At the screw points drill pilot 
holes then fix firmly using the screws provided.

 Position and fix the chain holder (B) on to the door frame adjacent to the angle bracket, 
using the two screws provided. Before fixing, hook one of the chain end rings behind the
holder bracket and then screw the holder firmly back.

 To use the security chain (A): when the door is closed, simply slide the flat link in the 
chain into the door angle bracket and thread the chain through. Remove in the same 
way

Door and glass colours shown in this brochure should be used for guidance only as the limitations in photographic and 
printing processes may mean that colours of products vary from those illustrated.
All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith. UK Doorsets reserve the right to 
alter specifications without prior notice. Reproduction of this brochure in whole or part is strictly forbidden without prior written 
consent. All images are for illustration purposes only. Copyright © UK Doorsets Ltd. 2018

BSHJKHQ
JOJOO

BSHJKHQ
JOJOO

When not in use, 
simply hang the free 
end of the chain 
over the bracket 
hook.

Chain A

Holder B

Receiving Plate C

Frame Frame

Door

Door

Installation & Fitting Instructions
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UK Doorsets Door Warranties

Fire Door Foam

UK Doorsets come complete with an extensive range of 
warranties. To ensure these warranties are maintained 
for the duration of the guarantee period it is essential that 

good housekeeping and basic maintenance procedures are 
carried out in line with our published recommendations.

10 year warranty on all factory finished doorsets 
against manufacturing defects, unless otherwise 
stated.

5 year warranty on all furniture, locks and other 
factory fitted ironmongery on our doors and 
windows against manufacturing defects.
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UK doorsets warrant that in the course of normal 
use, the surface finish of our pre-pigmented, solid 
colour doors will not blister, crack, chip, flake or 
peel, for a period of 10 years.
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10 year warranty on factory glazed door and 
window units.
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Handling & Care of Doors
Doors are manufactured to the moisture content level required 
by the British Standard BS EN 952. Conditioning doors to the 
prevailing climatic conditions is essential, and they should 
not be subject to abnormal heat, extreme dryness, humid 
conditional or sudden changes temperature or humidity. Use 
a dry, well ventilated building, hanging or storage in a new 
building should be delayed until plaster, cement, or other wet 
construction is dry.
Special care must be taken when central heating is used in a 
building for the first time. The testing and the rapid switching 
on and off of heating during construction is detrimental to 
joinery. Do not store or install in an area that may be subject 
to extremes of temperature. It is essential that precautions 
are taken where there is a risk of moisture content build—up. 

Under no circumstances should exterior doors be used 
in interior locations and vice versa.

Finishing
Decoration of doors should be carried out in accordance with 
the BS Code of Practice BS6150: 1982. 
It is essential that doors are fully sealed 
and any air gaps plugged, immediately 
after delivery. They should be sealed, 
knotted and primed on both faces and 
all four edges. The doors should be 
given further coats of finish within a 
reasonable period.
Doors should always be stored and handled as recommended 
in BS 8000-5: Workmanship on Building Sites Part 5: Code of 
Practice for Carpentry, Joinery and General Fixings.
Doors should be stored flat and on top of three 
equal-thickness bearers along the door 
length to evenly distribute weight and 
avoid damage. Do not store anything 
else on top of doors.
Always use a storage area that is 
dry, well ventilated and has not been 
recently plastered.
It is essential that precautions are taken to prevent moisture 
build up within the doors, particularly within centrally heated 
and/or air conditioned buildings.
Doors should be kept clean and dry, and inside the original 
packaging until immediately before applying finish. It is 
important to keep packaging material on the door for as long 
as is practically possible to help prevent surface damage. This 
is particularly relevant for fully finished products.
Doors should be handled carefully to avoid physical 
damage and to keep them clean. They should not be 
dragged across each other or other surfaces.
Fire Doors
FD30 and FD60 fire rated doors are complaint with British 
Standards and are third party certificated under the IFC-
Certifire Scheme. Fire doors must be kept in good structural 
repair. Ironmongery, in particular hinges, door closers 
and latches must be maintained in correct working order. 
Intumescent and smoke seals must be correctly positioned 
and unbroken to ensure for compliance with test certification, 
and for effectiveness. Damage or missing seals must be 
replaced immediately.

Buildings are compartmentalised to delay the spread of 
fire from one area to another. These compartments are 
usually linked by fire doors to allow the flow of traffic around 
the building. Fire doors have two important functions in a 
fire; when closed they form a barrier to stop the spread of 
fire and when opened they provide a means of escape. 
Unprotected cavities between the door frame and the 
supporting construction can be easily exploited by fire and 
if not adequately sealed or protected, can undermine the fire 
performance of the fire door assembly.
Fire and Acoustic Fire Door Foam is a proprietary fire sealing 
media which has been specifically formulated to reinstate 
the fire resistance of cavities and gaps between pedestrian 
fire door assemblies and 
supporting constructions, for 
use in flexible partitions and 
masonry walls. The product 
has been extensively tested 
in accordance for 30 and 
60 minutes fire resistance in 
accordance with BS 476:Part 
22:1987 and BS EN 1634-1.

Warranty & Aftercare
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